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TOWARD A RENEWAL Or THY PROITMI.HIt IN AERONAUTICS
11. Berget"and P. racquet ***
1.	 1 P'TROil1Ir,TiON
	 L01 4
A brief historical summary will permit an understanding of
thr.! reasons for thi
	
renewal.
Propulsion by propeller was universally used in the 501s,
associated with piston engines or turboprops.
The appearance in the early 60's of the long-distance aircraft,
Boeing 707 and Douglas DC 8 and then the short-distance aircraft,
DC 9, Boeing 737, Boeing 727, and Caravelle, which were
characterized by greater passenger comfort. (noise, vibrritions)
and faster flying, marked the end of the use of the propeller by
all nationnl and regional airlines on all types of flights.
Lockheed's Electra was the last large propeller aircraft
program. Fropel led by four Allison turbines of' 3750 h.p. each, it
could tranisport 100 passengers up to 3700 km. Begun in 1954, it
was tested in 1957 and put into service in 1958. A total of 170
planes were built. The English Vanguard, whose first flight took
place a little more than a year after that of Electra, did not
really make it onto the market: 43 planes were built.
At the same time as Fl.ectra was being designed, engine
builders were developing the first by-pass turbine engines:
*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
** Preliminary Projects Department Chief, Aerospatiale Aviation Division
*** Preliminary Projects Engineer
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thf• ItoII; Itn yre - Cnnlvuy, whicrh mndc its first fIil!hts in
1959 on a DC8-40 and n booing 707-430 and was put into
service by American Airlines nt the be g inning of 1960.
- the Pratt & Whitney .1T3U, which made its first flight in
1960 on u Bocing 707-120 and was put into service: by
American Airlines as of 1961.
- t ho.. 0.1805 Ai't - Pau from Genera] P,] ect ric. , wh.i ch nrule i ts
first flight on a Convair 990 in 1961 and was put into
service 1n ]nGq.
It can thus be said that the propeller was replaced by the
fan before the ,jet engine.
Since that. time, propulsion by propeller has been used
mainly by private aviation, certain business planes, and commuter
lines covering limited areas with older planes such as the Fokker
27, the BAE 748, and the Nord 262. We also mention the Vickers
Viscount, which was used for a long time on the less busy routes
of some large airlines.
Regional routes were thus covered by second level airlines
with j et	 engine planes like the DC9-30 or Boeing 737. This
was possible until the beginning of the 70' S due to the very low
price of the US gallone(10 cents) which allowed profitable use of
jets over short distances in spite of the fact that their fuel
consumption is much higher than that of propeller planes. On the
other hand, their commercial attractiveness was very superior to
that of the turboprop (noise, comfort, speed, etc.), which had
not cy anged since the middle of the 50s. There was, in effect, a
stagnation of propeller technology during the 50's and 60h,
because of few investments by industry.
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Thin 11',' III) n I IIpN, ivIf- 1'4'c4) 11 t:ltlf:rr11 u:; ti 1 c1;uI1	 ul	 vrry
siI , nifi call l incr,nscr. in fuel pri g':; at'Ivr 197.5 and of Ih,
derugulaf ion of Aiii'rIcan niI- truns p or'I,nt inn by the Carter
administratiun in 1978. This new policy led to a complete
reorganization of the American internal network.
Thus, numerous technical, economic., and political reasons led
to a resurgence of interest in propulsion by propeller. This was
manifested by the initiation in 1975 of many programs for short-
distance airplanes equipped with turbo-props:
	
DHC 7, Embraer
110, DORNIER 228, then DHC 8, Embraer 120, Casa-Nurtanio 235,
ATR42, SF 340.
These programs were aided by a renewed effort to improve
propellers, motors, and gearboxes, which made it possible to build
economical and reliable propulsion devices.
This report will discuss:
The reasons leading to the present. renewal of interest in
propellers;
- The manifestations of this renewal, including new airplane
programs as well as research and studies conducted by
makers of propellers, airplanes, and engines. Particular
emphasis will be placed on the French research program
"Propellers for High-Speed Aircraft" aimed at evaluating
the interest in new propeller designs to be used on
airplanes capable of flying at speeds between Mach 0.7 and
0.8;
— Briefly, the development of the turbo-propulsion
technologies which promoted this renewal of interest.
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RIASONS FOif_T1rL_Ij,IN_F.Iti'AL OF INTFRFST _ lA pROPULSION_BY
2.1. The Price of fn!i^ tie Fuel
This is the determining factor which led to reconsideration
of turbo - props, despite their traditional faults: 	 noise, limited
speed, high maintenance costs.
Figure 2 shows the changes in fuel prices since 1970 and
predictions until the end of this century. The cross-hatched
area corresponds to a hypothetical " reasonable" increase in fuel
prices of 2-4% per year ( in value): a price of $1.50/USG
(exchange rate of 7/80) is reached in 1993-98. A "catastrophic"
scenario is also considered, with an 82 per year increase in
average growth rate; a price of $ 3.00/USG ( exchange rate 7/80)
would then be reached before the end of the century.
Figure 3 shows the influence of fuel prices on DOC [direct
operating cost). The case shown is for an ATR 42 on a commuter-
type flight. of 200 nm.	 It is shown that the DOC increases 25%,
when the price of engine fuel doubles ( from $1 -2/USG).
Figure 4 shows the changes in the structure of the DOC for
American TRUNK airlines since 1973. It shows that engine fuel
now represents more than 50% of the DOC and that a decrease in
specific consumption will be a determining factor for use costs.
2.2. Advantages of the Propeller
The continuous transformation of energy in fuel under
pressure ( or suction) from an airplane engine is characterized by
thermopropu lsi ve output .itp.
Translator ' s Note: USG = U.S. Gallon
lit..
7
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Out pal i r, l i nked to spcu: i f i c •
 cons umpt i on , morn p;nne:ra 1 l ),
used, by the- relationship:
a 1 Vo
tp
	
CS Qf
where Vo is tho speed of the aircraft. and 01' the caloric power
of the fuel.
It can ako br.• written:
where Ith
and I  is
A tur
will have
will thus
I 
tp 
" Itn = I p
is the thermal output ( characteristic of the cycle) L
the Propulsion output.
boprop and a turbofan of the same technological level
the same thermal output: 	 the best type of power source
be that having the best propulsion output..
It can easily be shown chat:
2 Vo
P	 2 vO	 V
where QV is the difference between gas ejection velocity and Vo.
On the other hand, propulsion force T can be written:
T - D. GV
where D is the flow of air caused by the machine.
The same suction can thus be obtained by strongly
accelerating a small air flow ( as with a reaction engine) or by
slightly accelerating a large air flow; this second case, that of
a propeller, will lead to better propulsion output and thus to
1	 8
bvtt g r spec• ii'Jc cons umIition, I'iVeen "(IUiva lei nl. techuoluity.	 Fir{ury
G illustrates the change in propulsion output as a function of
the cruising speed and of the type of propulsion.
2.3. Th e US Deregula tion
The Carter administration decided in 1978 .o dereguJtrto the
use of U.S. domestic routes. 	 This led first and second level
airlines to nbnnaon very short flights (less than 200 or 300 rim,
which they were malting with DC9-30s, B727s, and B737s, which
ceased to be profitable when the price of fuel increased
considerably.
Figure 7 shows, for a fuel price of $1.20/USG, that the DOC
of a bi-turboprop plane such as the ATR 42 is better than that of
an old short-distance jet when the flights are shorter than 400
nm, despite the difference in size.
Figure 8 shows how the length of R flight varies with the
fuel price, until the point at which the DOC of the bi-turboprop
plane is less than that of the ,jet.
The abandoned routes were taken over by third level
(commuter) airlines, who covered them first with old planes
(F.27, BAE 748, N 262) or low-capacity planes (Twin-Otter, Beech
99>.
2.4. The Market	 /05
2.4.1. Commuter planes
s	 Market studies show that commuter airlines now need modern
planes equipped with turboprops and with a capacity of 30 to 60
a
t passengers. Figure 9 shows that the market should represent more
}	 than 2000 planes from now until the end of the century.
9
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Thorn is n large musket (2000 planes fro gs uow to the end of
the century) for short-dist•nnce planes for 100-150 passengers.
In effect., the present planes. (8737, 8727, DC9) with old engines
;JTBD) at low dilution rates (.vl), which are noisy and consume a
great deal of fuel, art- nearing the end of the line. One part of
this market could be taken by turboprop planes, which ar(-
certainly :,lower hut.. consume: much less fuel 011111 jet engine
planes.	 Thee low capacities f80-100 seats) associated with the
shortest, flights are the best argument, because speed is less
important in terms of total time for short flights.
2.4.3. Market conclusions
Statistics show that 60% of the fuel consumed by airlines is
on flights shorter than 1000 nm (Figure 10).
It is thus possible to understand the interest in propulsion
units with better specific consumption than present engines, even
if some reduction in velocity, acceptable for short flights, is
necessary.
It appears that a vast market exists for economical planes
with propellers (for speeds of less than Mach 0.7) or even
propfans (for speeds of up to Mach 0.8) if they live up to their
promises.
3. MANIFESTATIONS OF THE RENEWAL
3.1. Aircraft Programs
Commercial studies have shown that there is a market for more
I
than 2000 planes with turboprops in the 30-60 seat range from now
until the end of the century.
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On	 thv	 bnnir,	 of	 its AS 3F,	 rtudlvr.,	 (fiv OroHpat irrlo (French
aerospace-
	
organization), in rullaboration with	 Aurit.alia, built
the	 AT11	 42,	 n	 plane	 designed to carry 42 passengers,, for 700 nm.
Other programs were begun by Dellavilland, Embraer, Caso- 	 6
Nurtanio, Saub-Fairchild (Figure 11).
The ATR 42 was studied for wide operational flexibility, a
very impartonl chHrur • Ieri:.tir_- for commuter lines (1-71gure 1'S;.
Figures 13 and 14 compare the consumptions and utilization
costs of* the ATR 42 and its competitors.	 It is shown that the
ATR 42 is better in DOC as well as in fuel for a typical average
commuter flight of 204 e,m.
Although its design is conventional, the ATR 42 muhes use of
the most modern technologies (Figure 15).
Among other projects now under way is the DAE ATP. This
plane, derived for the HS748, will be able to carry 60
passengers. It is designed with 6-blade propellers.
These new propellers (straight but using new profiles) should
fill the gap between standard propellers allowing speeds on the
order of Mach 0.5 and rapid propellers ("propfans") which should
allow speeds of Mach 0.7 to O.B. We note that the ATP will
remain confined to speeds of less than Mach 0.45, mainly du g to
its old design.
3.2. The American "Propfan" Program (ATP Program: "Advanced
Turboprop Project"
The propfan is a propeller with many blades (8 to 12)
allowing high air speeds (Figure 16).
11
'I lit- Amerr ivan proltrum is diri- rtnd by H+uuillfill Slnudnrd and
financs . d by KA.;A.	 It unites the followtnY 1 • nt!inc find atrcr•nf't
builders:
- Hamilton Standard has designed highly chnrged prope..ilcrr.
with special shapes:	 fine profiles, fr-athered ends of the
blades allowing significant noise reduction !Figure 17),
very significant chords.
These shapes tire mule possible by the use of compos1te
materials.
- Allison, General Electric, and Pratt nod Whitney have
designed turboprops capable of supplying the necessary
power (15000 SHP) to propel] a 100-150 sent plano (Figure
18).
In their study, Pratt and Whitney used technologies
developed under the E3 (Energy-Efficient Engine) program.
This program, under the auspices of NASA, works for a
significant decrease in specific consumption of turbofans.
The first gearbox
	
designs were from Hamilton Standard, but /7
Pratt and Whitney in particular will design and build the
gearbox itself.
- Plane builders: the three main American plane builders
(Boeing, Douglas, Lockheed) evaluated the propfan design.
It involves either putting new engines on existing planes
(Douglas DC9) or using prototypes built around this new
type of propulsion (Boeing, Lockheed).
The conclusions were very optimistic, in general, except
for Boeing which, going over the estimates made by Hamilton
Standard, used more sound insulation (Figure 19).
12
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'I'ht - Iititiol program cnliod fur • rr preplan 1) 111114! lu be put roto
ser• vicr in 1996.
In 1980, the manufacturers and airlines involved proposed
expansion and acceleration of this program, aiming to -begin
service in 1990.
	
This acceleration wits riot approved by the U.S.
Congress, due to the priotjty given to military programs.
The two present main oh.jectivet; concern tusking it propel let , 9
ft in diameter (for which the contract with NASA should be signed
in May 19821 and the study of counter-rotating propellers. 	 In
addition, studies of various types of air intakes (ring-type,
shark-type, etc.) should take place at the, end of the year
(Figure 20).
3.3. French • R r. senrch Prgg_rem ___Propelle.rs •. for 11_ig,h-SPeed	 L
3.3.1. Or aniV ation
This program is financed by the following organizations:
STPA, DRET, and DGAC (expansions unknown).
Its size necessitated the creation of a specific organization
to coordinate the efforts of the various contractors.
This coordination is done by the Aircraft Division of the
Aerospatiale, which is also in charge of work done on evaluating
the High-Speed Propeller concept.
ONERA is responsible for the development of calculation
methods as well as testing and measurement techniques.
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The Ilelii opt er Division of the AfirospalinIt, is 1n charr;r al
Ilse study, building, and testing( of the propeller, with thr,
ncrodynamic df:finition o1' the niodeI provided by OARRA.
	 It i.t;
i	 also responsible  for obtaining technical and economic
I inforuint.ion necessary to study plane preliminary projects from the
Aircraft Division.
Oil 	 bnsis o1' specifications from the Helicopter Division,
the company Ratier Figeac will study and build the mechanical
assemblies, designer] (hub;, pitch control, power chain and
fairing.	 It will participate in obtaining technical and
economic information concerning these assemblies.
3.3.2. The program
Gee neralobj ective.	 This program will permit the validation
of several methods of designing transonic propellers by
testing a model in a wind tunnel. The Aircraft Division of
the Aerospetiale will evaluate the potential advantages of
the High-Speed Propeller design in two aircraft programs.
Axes. The program has three main axes:
- developing basic aerodynamic, acoustic, and structural
methods.
- building and testing a model propeller 1 in
	 diameter at
S1 Modane to validate the methods developed. This test
represents the most important part (design, building) of
the program (Figure 21).
- evaluating the design: the eventual advantages of
this type of propulsion will be evaluated in two aircraft
programs, one using a turbofan and the other a propfan.
14
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j	 Airrru1.1_proIilIyln_r. 	 7'u uvn1 lilt tr• the mi • riis of III givspf-f -I
p ropellers, it will be necessary to surmount a certain number
of pr• acticu;l problems linked to their use on prototype
aircraft.	 For each possible solution, it will be necessary
to es0 mate performance, mass, and cast. These: problems are
related to:
- puwor source: the generator must supply around 15000 Hp
(11200 IcW) to the reducer: the related maintenance rusts
will be the doleruriuint; criteria for the airlines.
aircraft-propulsion integration:
	
it will be necessary to
evaluate the influence of the propeller wash on the
aerodynamics of the aircraft, the acoustic treatment of the
fuselage necessary for noise levels acceptable to the
passenger, etc•
aircraft: design: wings above or below, standard horizontal
or T-shaped tail, size of tail rudder, positioning of
engines, etc.
Two aircraft programs will be used to support this study:
one short-distance 100-seat plane and one long-distance plane
with approximately 200 seats. For each of these programs and for
each type of power source (turbofan, propfan), aircraft will be
designed which are "adapted" to the following three cruising
speeds:	 Mach 0.7, 0.75, and 0.8 (Figures 22 and 23).
We consider that it is necessary to compare aircraft designed
for their type of propulsion and not a new High-Speed Propeller
version of an existing design: the comparison would be invalid
because the new technologies of the turbines are too differerit:"
15
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The aircraft di;mcr.ibcc] correspond Lit it
	
d , ;,i),n.	 It wi11
then be necessary to study the changes in terms of operating
costs and fuel consumed for:
- design changes
- power source changes (disk charge, top speed),
- technological approaches used:	 for example, acoustic
insuaution principle.
3.3.3. The-f uture
These studies will be followed attentively by French engine
makers (TURBOMECA and SNECMA).
It is in effect necessary that, in addition to the specific
"Propeller" studies described in this program, studies be
developed for gas turbines and high-power gearboxes.
We emphasize that acquiring knowledge about propulsion is a
long-term undertaking. It is necessary to begin by investing in
research far ahead	 of the applications. Research under way
today has a double objective: maintaining competitiveness with
French plane builders and developing nationwide design
capabilities for modern propellers.
4. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMEN T
The use of turboprops could only be revived with the
improvement of technology related to propellers, gas generators,
and fuselage soundproofing. It is now possible to achieve noise
levels and comfort acceptable to a clientele accustomed to the
comfort of jets, with reduced operating costs (fuel and
maintenance).
16
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4, 1.	 Prioi,.,I1^r
i
I'll e most signiI'i(uwt progress concerns the mutori Ell I, usud.
The us (1 of composite mot erial . s allows ' substnotial gains in mass
(Figure 24) (50% 1'rr 14 I't	 (Iiu III otor); impruve.mcnt of the
dyna III ir_ response of the blades, due to the natural buffering of
t11so III rtrria11n nn(I of the .:cur(Iwi(:h $Iructuro; betIC!r 1,esi_1;1(r11r.e
to fatigue: and easier rrrpoirs, du! • to the modular di., ,ign (lower
maint,(/ounce c(rsts i .
(;nmr.nciln r0at er in ]s also allow more el a  o I'll t(G (I as 19Ils:	 very	 ®. i
fine rrofiles, feathered blades.
Significant inrprovrlments can also be seen with respect to the
aerodynamics of (profiles due to use of modern calculation
methods.
4.2. Pr	 sion units	 jll
The most basic progress concerns maintenance costs. Their
reduction is made possible by modular design of the various
units, better relinbility, more simplicity, and longer life of
each component (Figure 25)
I
These improvements in design should allow abandoning
"planned" maintenance in favor of "as necessary" maintenance,
Iusing automatic devices for isolation and diagnosis of problems.
The use of turbofan technologies will allow better cycling
and thus a decrease in specific consumption, which will be
further improved by the use of electronic controls, more precise
and more reliable than the present hydromechanical controls.
17
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There is no doubt, that. we are at, t.hc beginning al' it return to
the propeller plane:	 the successive increases in the price of
fuel, the higher and higher portion that fuel represents in
operating costs, and the progress of turbopropulsion technology
are the principal factors.
But bow far will this new fascination role
If it :involves building pinnes with average cruising speeds
(oil
	 order of Mach 0.65), equipped with "standard"
propellers, there are hardly any technical questions. The
market will indicate the beat speed/consumption compromise
as a function of the type of utilization planned.
In this regard; the ATR 42 is the main element in a	 /12
family of propeller-driven transportation aircraft which
the Aerospatiale hopes to develop in the years to come and
i
on which work has already begun.
I
- 
If it involves building a 150-seat plane cruising at Mach
0.8, propelled by two 15000-SRP propfans, considerable
technical difficulties must still be surmounted. The most
important are:
aeroelasticity: considering its shape and how thin the
profiles are, the propfan blade will have "flight" shapes
i
	
	 very different from the "constructed" shapes. It will be
necessary to be able to calculate these balanced shapes
and to evaluate the related performance losses. It will
also be necessary to master prediction of variation in
all areas of operation.
18
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{
gearboxes:	 achieving very hi J e ll poworoll gearboxes which art•
tit the snmc• time light and reliable is a difficult
undnrtaking which goes far beyond present. knowledge in
this area.
noise: although ground noise levels producrd by propfnn
pinnes will probably be lower than those of present
aircraft, a very significant problem uppetirs concerning
noise level in the cabin:
	
the level outside the fuselage
would be oil 	 order of 135 d1l (OSPL), and a reduction
of 45 dB must thus be made by the wall of the plane to
reach the level of 90 dB acceptable in the cabin. The
feasibility of even achieving this, with an acceptable
increase in mass, has not been demonstrated.	 (A
conventional fuselage achieves a reduction of 15 dB.)
Our conclusion could be: yes to the propeller, but not for
everything.
There certainly exists a place for the turboprop, in terms of
commercial cargo and maximum distance, but its frontiers are not
yet well defined. The Acrospatiale, like other builders, is
working to better know this range of capability from a technical
as well as a commercial standpoint.
19
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